Pre-Built Mobile Solutions for Enterprises

DocConverter & Viewer™
Kaonsoft DocConverter & Viewer™ converts various types of documents and delivers to intended viewers securely
without losing document quality, never storing them locally on devices. Its batch conversion allows for thousands of
files to be converted at once, and integrates with any backend system such as Microsoft Exchange, ECM (Enterprise
Content Management) systems and file servers. Using AES-256 encryption, converted documents are secure
throughout both at-rest as well as in-transit.

Boost
Productivity

With real-time document
conversion for easy viewing

Efficiently
Manage

Tasks with convenient batch
conversion

Maximize
Security

With advanced streaming
technology

Easily
Convert

All documents including PPT
slides, Docs, Spreadsheets,
PDFs, CAD and blueprints

Utilizing Mobile Technology to Securely Deliver Documents
Web-based DocConverter Solution
Main Features

Easy Conversion

Convert any file into PNG format
with super fidelity and consistent
reproduction

AES-256 Encryption

Supports AES-256 encryption
algorithm for maximum security

Batch Conversion

Support batch conversion to
process multiple documents

Secure Viewing

Allow documents to be viewed
only on secured mobile devices

Kaonsoft DocConverter & Viewer

Web-based DocConverter Solution
Diagram
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Kaonsoft DocConverter & Viewer™ is architected to scale over multiple servers and parallel processors to handle
simultaneous requests at once. Each conversion processor operates independently and is free from any
intervention, thus maintaining a high rate of overall job completion.
It provides convenience by not requiring users to install third-party viewer apps on their mobile devices. Users do
not have to wait until all pages are converted, as Kaonsoft DocConverter immediately converts and delivers each
page for viewing on the fly.

Supports
Multi-Channel Experience
 iOS, Android, Windows, and more
 Smart phones, tablets, and desktop
viewing

Seamless Integration
 Integration with any back-end system
 Easy configuration, and customizable
functionality

Deployment Options
 On-premise deployment
 Private cloud deployment

Enterprise-grade Security
 Built-in Security
 User authentication

Subscription Model
 Yearly subscription license
 No extra cost for maintenance

Established in 2011, Kaonsoft is a Palo Alto-based software company that provides complete end-to-end solutions to create
cross-platform enterprise mobile applications. We have been internationally recognized by Microsoft, have won the Best
Platform of the Year Award at the Microsoft TechEd North America in Breakthrough Cloud Service and Technology Category.
Mobility is a fast moving target, and we are the right partner and platform provider to keep pace at the speed of the mobile
world.
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